
**PLEASE DO NOT WRITE ON THIS PAPER**
CW:  “Who did it” Conclusion

For the conclusion to your investigative experience, you will be working 

with your lab group to write an EXPLANATION and create a POSTER that 

tells the story of what you believe happened to Mr. Thompson.  

Your explanation MUST include the following: 

1) A TIMELINE story of Mr. Thompson’s final moments which begins at 

MIDNIGHT and ends at 1:20 am.

2) One CONCLUSION POSTER or POWERPOINT PRESENTATION

which lists all 6 claims and the evidence you used to support your 

claim (see example below)

CLAIM(Theory) EVIDENCE(Card info)

WHO

(Who did it)
ONE Suspect

P
WHAT

(Weapon 
used)

ONE Weapon
R

WHEN

(TOD)
ONE 10 minute 

window O
WHERE

(Location)
ONE Location

O
WHY

(Motive)
ONE Motive

F
HOW

(How killed)
AGAIN, ONE 

WEAPON

(FROM THE CARDS)

TURN PAPER OVER



SCORING CRITERIA: 28 POINTS POSSIBLE

CATEGORY 7 5 3 1

Sequence Retells story in 
correct sequence 
leaving out no 
important parts of 
the story

Retells story in 
sequence with 2-3 
omissions

Retells story with 
several omissions, 
but maintains 
sequence of those 
told

Retells story 
out of 
sequence

Vocabulary Uses a varied 
vocabulary 
appropriate for the 
audience, and also 
successfully tries to 
enlarge the 
audience’s 
vocabulary

Uses a varied 
vocabulary that is 
appropriate for 
the audience

Uses a varied 
vocabulary that is 
occasionally a little 
too simple or a 
little too hard for 
the audience 

The vocabulary 
was not varied 
OR was 
routinely 
inappropriate 
for the 
intended
audience

Solution to 
the 
Mystery

The solution to the 
mystery is easy-to-
understand and is 
logical.  There are no 
loose ends.

The solution to 
the mystery is 
easy-to-
understand and is 
somewhat logical

The solution to the 
mystery was a 
little hard to 
understand

No solution
was attempted 
or it was 
impossible to 
understand.

Claim & 
Evidence

Final summary 
includes a CLAIM for 
ALL SIX components 
AND AT LEAST two 
pieces of evidence 
for each claim

Final summary 
includes a CLAIM 
for ALL SIX 
components, but 
not ALL claims are 
supported with 
two pieces of 
evidence

Final summary 
may not include a 
CLAIM for ALL SIX 
components; 
however, the ones 
included are 
supported with 
evidence

Final summary 
is missing or is 
missing
significant 
details


